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OBJECTIVE

The present study aimed to test the validity and reliability of the Geriatrics 8 (G8) tool, a risk-screening tool
for further comprehensive geriatric assessment, with hematologic cancer patients aged 65 years and older.
METHODS

This methodological study included 110 patients followed up for hematologic cancer. Data were collected using the patient identification form, the G8 screening tool, and the Edmonton Frail Scale. Language
and content validity, internal consistency, confirmatory factor, sensitivity and specificity and concurrent
validity analyses were also used.
RESULTS

Patients (mean age: 73.9±6.10) were diagnosed with lymphoma (30.9%), multiple myeloma (21.8%),
leukemia (20.9%), myelodysplastic syndrome (19.1%). Confirmatory factor model fit index analysis χ²/
df and p-values (0.14) showed a good fit and GFI, AGFI, SRMR, and RMSEA values showed acceptable
fit. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was 0.655, area under the ROC curve was 0.824 (95%, 0.745–0.904),
and sensitivity and specificity were 61.0% and 88.9%, respectively.
CONCLUSION

The findings indicated that the G8 screening tool was found a valid and reliable tool for geriatric patients
diagnosed with cancer to determine the risk and need for further comprehensive geriatric assessment.
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Introduction

Older adults are among the fastest-growing age group
of the population and by 2030 are expected to represent
20% and 30% of the US and European populations, respectively.[1] Approximately 70% of the cancer deaths
and 60% of all new cancer cases occur in adults aged
65 years and older, and cancer incidence is 11 times
higher than the younger population.[2,3] Although the
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number of cases increasing, standards and guidelines
for routine care for older adults diagnosed with cancer are limited, and this group is not adequately represented in clinical trials.[4]
Older adults are different from each other regarding physiological, psychological, social health,
functionality, independence level, comorbidities, and
cultural aspects. The differences in the aging process,
combined with heterogeneity in health, functional,
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and social status between individuals or within an
individual timeline, lead to differences in treatment
and care. The limited representation of older adults
in clinical trials adds challenges in oncology care.
[5] As a result, the complexity and uniqueness of
older adults diagnosed with cancer urge to provide
evidence-based planned treatment and care.[4–6]
Commonly, to guide the provision of evidence-based
treatment and care, and to assess the adult and multifactorial process of aging comprehensive geriatric
assessment (CGA) is used. The CGA is an interdisciplinary approach where multidimensional medical,
functional, psychosocial, and environmental assessments are conducted to develop a coordinated and
long-term plan for the diagnosis and treatment of
elderly individuals.[7–9]
The CGA approach has been used in the care of
older adults diagnosed with cancer since the 1990s.
[10] The Geriatric Oncology of the National Comprehensive Cancer Network, the International Society of Geriatric Oncology, and the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer also
advised utilizing CGA in the care of the older adults
diagnosed with cancer.[4,11–13] The CGA found to be
useful in determining prognosis, risks, and treatment
benefits and laying the groundwork for interventions
to improve patient outcomes.[4,14] Previous studies
showed that individualized care developed through
CGA was helpful in achieving maximum treatment efficacy and minimum toxicity; whereas non-CGA based
care of older adults diagnosed with cancer resulted in
disruptions.[15,16]
Deschodt et al.[17] (2013) reported that the multidisciplinary CGA approach has three stages: 1) case
finding or screening (identifying high-risk groups), 2)
assessment (comprehensive assessment), and 3) implementation (evidence-based care based on need).
To include CGA in routine care, which is a standard
of care in oncology practice, older adults diagnosed
with cancer must be screened to check whether full
CGA is required or not.[18,19] Given the time and
resource barriers related to CGA, the use of geriatric
screening tool become prominent;[5,20,21] multiple
screening tools, such as abbreviated Comprehensive
Geriatric Assessment,[22] Cancer-Specific Geriatric
Assessment instrument,[23] Vulnerable Elderly Survey-13,[24] Fried Frailty Criteria,[5,21] and Geriatrics
8 (G8).[25] Although the choice of the tool depends
on clinical resources, G8 was recommended by SIOG
with its highest sensitivity.[25–27] This study aimed to
investigate the psychometric properties and screening
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performance of the G8 screening tool, with geriatric
hematologic patients aged 65 years and older.
Materials and Methods

Study Design
This methodological study was conducted to investigate the validity and reliability, and psychometric
properties of the Turkish version of the “G8 screening tool”, used to evaluate geriatric risk profiles of
patients over 65 years of age diagnosed with hematologic cancer.
Setting and Sample
The study population consisted of hematologic cancer
patients aged 65 years and older who were admitted to
hematology outpatient clinics of a state hospital. Study
samples constituted as representing at least 10 patients
per item of the scale. A total of 110 patients were included in this study to increase the representational
power. Patients aged 65 years and older, diagnosed
with hematologic cancer, literate, without communication problems and cognitive disorders (advanced
Alzheimer’s disease and dementia), and provided informed consent were included in this study.
Data Collection
Data were collected from 110 patients who were admitted at a state hospital between May 4th-February 20th,
2017. The patients admitted to the outpatient clinic
were approached after their visit, while the patients
in inpatient units were approached before the morning rounds. Patients were provided with information
before this study, and informed consent was obtained
from each patient. The researchers conducted face-toface interviews to collect data for this study. Data collection lasted about 10 minutes per participant.
Data Collection Tools
Data were collected using patient identification form,
the G8 screening tool and the Edmonton Frail Scale.
Patient identification form consists of 16 questions
about the socio-demographic characteristics of patients and disease characteristics.
The G8 screening tool was developed by Soubeyran
et al. in 2012, to assess the need for CGA in older
adults diagnosed with cancer. The tool was created by
adding the item “age” to the seven items selected from
the Mini Nutritional Assessment scale. G8 selects the
groups that need further comprehensive assessment.
Among the items selected from the Mini Nutritional
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Assessment scale are nutritional status, weight loss,
body mass index, number of medications used, and
perceived health. Age is considered in three categories
(<80 years, 80–85 years, and >85 years). The G8 score
ranges from 0 to 17. The items are interpreted using
the scoring values in the Mini Nutritional Assessment
scale. Scores ≤14 indicate abnormal. In addition to nutritional status, the G8 screening tool produces results
about CGA areas, such as patients’ comorbidity, mental distress, and cognitive status.[25,28]
Edmonton Frail Scale was developed by Rolfson
et al.[29] (2006) in Canada to assess frailty in older
adults. The Cronbach alpha coefficient of the original
scale is 0.62. The reliability and validity test of the scale
in Turkey was carried out by Aygor & Fadıloglu. The
number of items in the scale was not changed while
it was being adapted to the Turkish population, and
the Cronbach alpha of the scale was reported to be
0.75.[30] The scale consists of nine frailty domains included in the CGA and considered to be determinants
of frailty. These domains are cognition, functional
performance, general health status, functional independence, social support, pharmacological condition,
nutritional aspect, mental condition, and continence.
The scale consists of 11 items. General health status
and pharmacological conditions are individually assessed with two questions, while the other domains are
individually assessed with a single question. Cognition
and functional independence are assessed using the
“clock” and “timed up and go” tests, respectively. The
questions are scored 0, 1, or 2. Scale concludes as not
frail (scored 0–4), and frail as apparently vulnerable
(scored 5–6), mildly frail (scored 7–8), moderate frailty
(scored 9–10), and severe frailty (scored >11).[24] In
this study, the Edmonton Frail Scale was used to assess
the sensitivity and specificity of the G8 screening tool.
Ethical Considerations
Permission to use and adaptation of G8 screening tool
obtained from investigators (Dr. P.S), and this study
was approved by the Ethical Committee for Non-Interventional Clinical Investigations of the university
(# GO 15/488-27). Written consent was provided by
the hospital’s administration. All participants signed a
written consent form.
Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using IBM Statistical Package for
Social Sciences, v.23. Language validity analysis, content validity analysis, sensitivity and specificity analysis, and concurrent validity (ROC curve analysis) were
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performed for the Turkish adaptation of the scale. Descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, median,
minimum, maximum, number, and percentile) were
used to describe the categorical and continuous variables.
Results

Study Group
The mean age of participants was 73.9±6.10 (range 6592) years, 51.7% were men, 52.7% had a primary school
degree, 80.9% were married, 50.5% had 4 or more
children, 70.9% lived with their children, and 61.8%
described their economic status as “expenses equal
income”. The participants were diagnosed with lymphoma (30.9%), multiple myeloma (21.8%), leukemia
(20.9%), myelodysplastic syndrome (19.1%), leukocyte
disorder (6.4%), and aplastic anemia (grouping based
on WHO 2001 classification of hematological malignancies). Approximately 70% of the patients had at
least one chronic disease. The duration of follow-up
was 3.05±1.56 (max: 9) years.
Validity Results
Language Validity Analysis: The tool was translated
into Turkish by three faculty members (two nursing
faculty, one physician). Three translations gathered
into a single version by the researchers. The tool was
back-translated (Turkish to English) by three experts
(nursing faculty, physician, and interpreter). The backtranslated version was compared with the original tool
and found to be consistent. An expert Turkish linguist
checked the final version for grammar, spelling, and
punctuation.
Content Validity Analysis: Content validity analysis was performed by experts to determine whether the
items represent and cover the concept to be measured,
as well as the comprehensibility. The tool was evaluated by five experts from internal medicine, hematology, nutrition and dietetics and geriatrics fields. The
experts rated each item on the scale according to Davis
technique (1: not appropriate, 2: slightly appropriate,
3: appropriate, 4: very appropriate). The items were
re-evaluated with expert evaluations, the content validity indices calculated according to the ratings from
experts. The content validity indices of the scale items
calculated, and the content validity index for each item
was found to be 1.
Construct Validity and Internal Consistency Analysis: Confirmatory factor analysis used to test the
construct validity of the G8 screening tool. Confirma-
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tory factor model fit index analysis, χ²/sd and p-values (0.14) showed a good fit and GFI, AGFI, SRMR,
and RMSEA values showed acceptable fit. The CFI
was slightly below the acceptable fit, but it was acceptTable 1

Confirmatory factor model fit index analysis

Fit Index

Good fit

Acceptable fit

Study result

χ²/df
GFI ≥0.95
AGFI
CFI ≥0.97
SRMR
RMSEA

0≤χ²/sd≤3
≥0.90
≥0.95
≥0.95
≤0.05
≤0.05

3≤χ²/sd≤5
0.94
≥0.90
0.92
0.06-0.08
0.06-0.08

1.33

Split half

Reliability Results
Concurrent validity (Sensitivity and Specificity Analysis): The Edmonton Frail Scale was used to test the
concurrent validity of the G8 screening tool. Sensitivity measurement was used to determine the group
requiring further comprehensive assessment (scored
abnormal) while specificity measurement is used to
recognize those who are normal within the normal
group (Table 4). The area under the G8 screening tool’s
total score was 0.824, and the measurement power was
“good” (Fig. 1). The sensitivity and specificity were
61.0% and 88.9%, respectively.

r: 0.60
p<0.001

Discussion

0.89
0.07
0.05

df: Degree of Freedom; GFI: Goodness of Fit Index; AGFI: Adjusted Goodness
of Fit Index; CFI: Comparative Fit Index; SRMR: Standardized Root-MeanSquare Residual; RMSEA: Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation.

Table 2
		

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient
Cronbach alfa coefficient

G8 screening tool
0.655
			

Table 3

G8 total score item correlations
Corrected item – total
score correlation

Item deletion
Alpha coefficient

Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Item 8

0.605
0.420
0.411
0.442
0.390
0.313
0.324
0.016

0.409
0.487
0.504
0.550
0.557
0.571
0.513
0.603

ROC analysis

Variable
Area,
		
p-value
			

%95 Confidence
interval
Min-Max

G8 score
		

0. 824
0.000

0.745–0.904

Cut-off

Sensitivity

1- Specificity

72.0
61.0
34.0

73.3
88.9
95.6

>13.5
>14.5
>15.5

Geriatric care focuses on quality of life and functionality, with an individualized, holistic approach. Cancer
diagnosis in older adults makes treatment and care
more complicated due to comorbidities and additional
ROC Curve
1.0

0.8

Sensitivity

Items
		

Table 4

able since it was greater than 0.90. Model fit indices
showed compliance of the measurement model as sufficient and, therefore, the G8 screening tool was valid
(Table 1). The reliability of the G8 tool was assessed
using Cronbach’s alpha and half-divide method. The
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient and Spearman-Brown coefficient were calculated as 0.655 and 0.60, respectively
(Tables 2, 3). G8 tool was found to be quite reliable.

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1 - Specificity
Diagonal segments are produced by ties.

Fig. 1. ROC curve.

1.0
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geriatric problems, which urges individual treatment
and care. CGA ensures that the risks of side effects are
assessed, geriatric conditions are identified, and diagnosis and multidisciplinary interventions are used to
obtain positive health outcomes in older adults. Geriatric assessment, which helps to identify effective
interventions, is very important in improving function, quality of life, and individualized treatment and
care. Many studies have been conducted to evaluate
the screening tools since the International Society of
Geriatric Oncology guidelines emphasized in 2005 the
need for risk screening of older adults with cancer.
[31,32] The Turkish version of the G8 screening tool,
the most widely used tool, was adapted in this study to
investigate the need for the CGA of older adults diagnosed with hematologic cancer.
The adaptation of the G8 screening tool to Turkish began with language validity and content validity
analysis based on expert opinion. Confirmatory factor
analysis, half-divide method, sensitivity and specificity
analysis, and ROC curve analysis were performed to determine the validity of the scale. The validity and reliability analysis of the tool showed that the G8 screening
tool had acceptable validity, good fit, and good reliability. The screening tool was applied by an oncology nurse
to outpatients and inpatients in about five minutes each.
The G8 screening tool can be applied to older outpatients and inpatients quickly and easily in intense work
environments where time and resources are limited.
ROC analysis was performed for sensitivity and
specificity analysis. In the original study, the G8
screening tool had a cut-off point of ≤14, a sensitivity
of 85%, and a specificity of 65%.[25] According to the
systematic review of Decoster et al., the G8 screening
tool was used in eight studies (3.816 patients), with
a sensitivity ranging from 65% to 92% (over 80% in
6 studies) and a specificity ranging from 3% to 75%
(over 60% in 4 studies). Velghe et al. (2014) conducted
a study on elderly individuals diagnosed with aggressive hematologic cancer and their findings showed that
the sensitivity and specificity of the tool to be 89% and
100%, respectively.[33] In this study, the cut-off point,
sensitivity, and specificity of the 17-point scale were
found as 14.5, 61.0%, and 88.9%, respectively.
According to the Edmonton Frail Scale, 41.3% of
the participants were considered frail (median scale: 6,
mean: 6.06±3.25). According to the G8 screening tool,
59.1% of the participants constituted the further need
group for CGA (<14.5). The G8 median score was 14.5,
while the mean score was 13.21±2.82 (range 4-17). In
the original study in which the G8 screening tool was
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developed, the score ranged from 6.5 to 17, and the
median was 12.[25]
Limitations of this Study
This study had some limitations. First, the general
health status of participants was found to be similar,
and they were monitored with a specific treatment
policy in the same institution. However, this study was
conducted with patients from outpatient and inpatient
units. Therefore, this should be considered in the implementation of the results. Second, the measurements
were performed only once, and no further evaluation
was conducted with repeated measurements.
Conclusion

Geriatric assessment in oncology settings can help to
determine the vulnerability, and functionality, predict
toxicity and survival, help in clinical decision-making,
treatment and care plan.[34] The results obtained from
the analysis of the tool translated into Turkish agree
well with the findings reported in the previous studies.
In this study, our results show that the G8 is a useful
tool for older adults diagnosed with hematologic cancer. We believe that the G8 can be used to determine
further CGA needs. Therefore, we recommend studies
to assess the psychometric properties of the G8 screening tool for healthy outpatients aged 65 years and older.
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